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ENG-A-190 Art, Aesthetics, and Creativity
VT: Writing in Love Poetry Traditions
Professor Joe Chaney, Spring 2007

DESCRIPTION
This poetry writing and reading course, designed with beginners in mind, explores the long tradition of writing in verse about love—in America and Europe, and also in several non-Western traditions. We’ll try our hands and imaginations at several major forms and styles of poetic expression. We’ll also read and write about some of the great examples in the history of love poetry, inquiring into the diverse ways in which love has been defined and represented. We’ll attempt to ground such understanding in specific philosophical, aesthetic, and social traditions. We shall also ask broad questions regarding the human attraction to poetry (and song) as a means of communicating love. The instruction will sometimes proceed as lecture and discussion, and sometimes as writing workshop and student-led discussion. Some of the response papers will be written in connection to specific events in the Campus Theme program.

TEXTS


Selected English and Italian sonnets. (Photocopies.)

And other selected poems.

ASSIGNMENTS
40% -- ten page selection of revised original poetry, with personal prose reflections
20% -- occasional informal written responses to readings
10% -- group project: anthology of twelve English love sonnets with introduction
15% -- 15-page anthology of non-Western love poems with brief introduction
15% -- presentations and discussions
SCHEDULE

Week 1
Introduction.
Writing: Collecting and analyzing key phrases and concepts from popular songs.

Week 2
Reading: Petrarch and the early sonnet tradition in England.
In-class writing.

Week 3
Reading: Shakespeare and his contemporaries.
Writing: Sonnets.
Writing workshop.

Week 4
Reading: Adrienne Rich.
Writing: draft of free verse sonnet.

Week 5
Reading: Adrienne Rich; intro to Persian poetry.
Writing: Free verse, free choice love poem.
Writing workshop.

Week 6
Reading: Persian poetry.
Writing: Angry/anti-love poem.
Writing workshop.

Week 7
Reading: Persian poetry; Philippines poetry.
Writing: Imitation of Persian love poem.
Writing workshop.

Week 8
Reading: Philippines poetry.
Writing: Free verse, free choice poem.

Week 9
Reading: Philippines poetry and others.
Writing: Imitation of Philippines or other love poetry tradition.
Writing workshop.

Week 10
Reading: Cowboy poetry.
Writing: Nature poem as love poem.

**Week 11**
Reading: Cowboy poetry and others.
Writing: Revisions.
Writing workshop.

**Week 12**
Reading: Contemporary American poetry.
Writing: Revisions.

**Week 13**
Workshops.
Student presentations.

**Week 14**
Workshops.
Student presentations.

**Week 15**
Workshops.
Student presentations.